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Schools are an important setting for shaping children's healthy lifestyle habits. The WHO
deﬁned a Health Promoting Schools as“a school constantly strengthening its capacity as a health
setting for living, learning and working”. To support the WHO's philosophy of Health Promoting
Schools, the BHP began working with the Ministry of Education in 2004 to jointly promote the
Health Promoting Schools plan, in order to build supportive and healthy campuses for children and
youths. The project started out with 48 schools in the 2004 academic year. The number of schools
taking part in the Health Promoting School project has increased over the years. In 2010, a total of
3,585 schools were involved in the Health Promoting Schools, and all junior high and elementary
schools were encouraged to take part. A further 184 high schools and vocational schools also took
part in the plan. In this publication, 5 schools on the 2009 Ministry of Education's Health Promoting
Schools' merit list were chosen to share their experience on health promotion on campus.

Workplace

The“Survey on Smoking by University Students and Faculties in Taiwan”conducted by the
BHP indicated that 7.6% of university student are smokers. The exposure rate to second-hand
smoke on campus was as high as 57.6% and showed that tobacco control efforts on campus need
to be strengthened. The BHP launched the“Smoke-free Campus”project and set up consultation
teams for Northern, Central, Southern and Eastern Taiwan. The teams provide a tracking and
counseling mechanism for smoke-free campuses, and to date, 62 universities have declared to be
Smoke-free campuses. Instead of the traditional authoritarian bans on student smoking, tobacco
control initiatives at each school now seeks to understand the student's motive for smoking,
evaluate their personal needs, then formulate different strategies for persuading students to quit
smoking. The following are stories from universities that did well against smoking in 2010. We hope
you will appreciate the enthusiasm of the main characters in the stories of promoting a smoke-free
campus.

Campus

The International Safe Schools concept originated during the 10th International Safe
Communities Conference held in Sweden in 2001. During the conference, experts agreed
after extensive discussion that the Safe Schools project should be promoted under the Safe
Communities framework. Safe Schools emphasized combining community resources and
community support to create a supportive safe learning environment for student development. The
BHP launched the International Safe Schools project in 2006 with assistance given to schools on
meeting the seven International Safe Schools principles and achieving Safe School certiﬁcation.
At the end of June, 2011, a total of 45 schools in 9 local cities and counties have received their
International Safe Schools certiﬁcation. Certiﬁed schools range from kindergartens to universities,
demonstrating the increasing importance of student safety in Taiwan.

Community

If everyone agrees that the health of the next generation is the health of the nation, reinforcing
students' health awareness and healthy habits during their education, as well as building healthy
school campuses, will lay a solid foundation for their future health.
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Flower Marks
the Safety Spot
Zhishan Junior High School, Taipei City

O

n November 18, 2008, the Chairman of the International Safe Schools Program Max L.
Vosskuhler completed his inspection of Zhishan Junior High School. With Taipei Mayor Hao
Long-bin and Shilin District Chief Zhang Yi-fang as his witnesses, Vosskuhler certiﬁed Zhishan
Junior High School as an international safe school. The designation meant Zhishan was the ﬁrst
junior high school to be designated as an international safe school.
“The school's responsibility does not end with the designation. It is only the beginning of a
long road!”said Zhong Zhi-fen, the school's principal.
Zhishan Junior High School did not achieve its international safe school designation by
chance. The designation was the results of extensive investigation, careful evaluation and thorough
implementation.
Safety on campus has been a key issue for the school as teenage students are particularly
active. The school's safety committee developed“Injury prevention during recess”action plans
with clearly defined targets and actions on the structural, policy, execution, documentation,
evaluation and sharing level. The action plans sought to increase safety awareness among staff and
students, provide a safe space and conduct safety classes in order to reduce the incident of injuries
on campus.
Statistics on student injuries from the school's health center as well as the school nurse's
observations indicated that student injuries tended to occur in the“morning”and in
the“classroom”. The recess between the 2nd and 3rd class of the day was therefore extended
to encouraging students to play on the sports ﬁeld and not run around inside the classrooms, and
this indirectly reduced the chance of accidents in the classroom. As a preventative measure, the
school came up with“Find the Flower”activity. A ﬂower sticker and safety message was placed
where accidents had previously happened on campus to serve as a reminder to students. The
school also encouraged students to take photos of blind spots in campus safety and upload them to
the“Zhishan Safety Map Network”webpage to remind everyone to be careful.
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Finding accident-prone locations
and safety messages were all actions
with a visible effect. Zhishan's
efforts extended to the invisible
as well. Principal Zhong said
that she had visited the school's
surroundings on the weekend
before she was selected for the
school principal. She noticed that
there were septic tanks throughout
the campus and these gave off a
terrible odor, so she made“connection to the sewage network”a part of her
proposal. After she was appointed principal, Zhong realized that all ﬁve septic tanks on campus
were old, unsafe brick-built structures. She became all the more determined to lobby for the
school's sewage connection and included“Sewage connection”in the Zhishan's 3-year long-term
plan for international safe school designation. Zhong said:
“Only after visiting the local village chief did I discover that there was no sewage branch line
along the entire length of Zhishan Road. Other principals and village chiefs had all lobbied for
sewage connections previously but nothing ever happened. I continued to bring up the issue at the
Department of Education's Shilin District Inspection Meeting and Expanded Shilin District School
Affairs Meeting. I pushed the Sewerage Systems Ofﬁce to lay the sewage branch line as early as
possible but still received no ﬁrm promises.”
When Shilin District Chief Zhang Yi-fang attended the school's designation ceremony on
November 18, 2008, Zhong decided to take this opportunity and ask him to help Zhishan Road get
connected to the sewage system. After learning more about Zhishan Junior High School's longterm plan as well as the honor of being the ﬁrst international safe school designated junior high
school in the world, the district chief immediately promised to see what could be done. True to
his promise, construction of the Beitou and Shilin District branch network commenced in January,
2009. Construction was delayed several times as the area used to be a riverbed and there were
large underground boulders everywhere but it is now ﬁnally coming to an end. The school will
soon realize its goal of a sewage connection and Principal Zhong's promise can be fulﬁlled at last.
To commemorate the hard-earned progress, the school asked the builders to leave a boulder at
the school gate. The boulder was spray-painted and inscribed with the school name“Zhishan”to
serve as a memorial. Thanks to the school's determination, other organizations and businesses
nearby could also be connected to the sewage network. This not only helped to protect the water
quality of Waishuang River but also made the students' annual river trek safer. Zhishan Junior High
School has now set up a dedicated international safe school website to share the materials and
story behind its application so that more schools can apply for international safe school status as
well.
The boulder at the gate of Zhishan Junior High School now bears silent witness to the
improvements in safety at Zhishan that led to it becoming the ﬁrst international safe junior high
school.
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No Safety
Blind Spots
on Campus
Neihu Vocational High School, Taipei City

I

t's eleven in the morning, and beads of sweat have formed on Zhi-hao's forehead even as the
steaming electro-plating machine continues rumbling away. When asked about how tough the
work is during a break, Zhi-hao removed his safety goggles and smiled:
“It's not really that tough. That's the price you pay for working in this ﬁeld… Still, you really
need to pay attention safety. I've heard of students in other schools that lost their ﬁngers just like
that in the workshop.”
Zhi-hao is well aware of the potential hazards in the workshop but these are just some of the
many risks he must accept in the career he chose. Still, he knows that he is safe in the school's
practice workshop. His training and education also helps him avoid risk. He is after all studying in
the world's ﬁrst WHO-approved vocational school – the Neihu Vocational High School.
Due to its location in Neihu, an internationally certiﬁed safe community, the safety of Neihu
Vocational High School and its surroundings has always been a priority for the community and
regulatory authorities. Due to the size of the campus, there are many blind spots in campus safety.
The school's vocational programs in electrical engineering and electronics mean that there are
bound to be injuries from operator error during operation classes. The school has placed a strong
emphasis on industrial safety education, upgrading old facilities and training on basic ﬁrst-aid.
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Strict workshop
inspections help
ensure safety.
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School statistics showed that the most
dangerous locations were the sports field
and workshops. In most cases, accidents in
the latter were due to students working with
unfamiliar equipment or improper operation.
To minimize the risk of such incidents,
the School Safety Promotion Committee
decided to set“Student Safety During
Practical Training”to be the No. 1 priority
in promoting campus safety and launched
a series of related initiatives.

Policy Execution: The function of the International Safe School Committee was strengthened
and a division of labor set up according to plan. Regular monitoring and meetings were set up;
using 42 indicators and annual student injury statistics as a guide, measures were developed
to effectively reduce the chance of accidents in the workshop. The school also drew on the
resources of the Neihu Safe Community Committee for promoting various safety education
projects.
● Environmental Improvement: Rules were set down for the use and maintenance of the student
workshops. The workshop and teaching facilities were given proper maintenance while safety
education was also reinforced for high-risk areas in the workshop.
● Actual Teaching: Health & safety education at the workshops was incorporated into the formal
and informal curriculum. Various activities were organized to instill the proper concepts and
operator habits for workshop activities. First-aid training and certiﬁcation was strengthened for
staff and students; safety education training was improved for engineering teachers.
The efforts to create a safe campus were not limited to the workshops. The school also leveled
the running track, added protective padding to sharp objects, installed a campus-wide video
surveillance system, put up warning signs and improved the lighting in key areas to eliminate blind
spots in campus safety. Various awareness sessions, awards, penalties and inter-class competition
also leveraged peer pressure to remind students about safety and avoid accidents.
Strict standards and widespread safety awareness among students saw the number of injuries
and accidents at the school's workshops decrease by 5% over the past few years. This together
with other campus safety measures led to the International Safe Schools Committee agreeing to
formally certify the Neihu Vocational High School as an international safe school. The certiﬁcation
makes Neihu the first vocational school in the world to be designated as an International Safe
School.
While it's good to see acknowledgement of the school's efforts on software and hardware
safety, what's truly important is that students learnt about the importance of safety during the
process of safe school promotion. The safety concepts and knowledge they gained will help
prepare them for their future workplace environment. As Zhi-hao said: I am really lucky to be
learning in such an environment!
It is sure that this learning experience is something that he will treasure all his life.
●
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Cinderella's
Midnight Coach
Tamkang University, New Taipei City

A

t 1a.m. in the morning when most people are asleep in their beds, Lin, a 2nd year student in
Mass Communication, is groaning in acute pain on her bed. The pain was excruciating, but it
was late at night and there were no more buses. How was she supposed to go down the mountain
and see a doctor without any means of transportation? Eventually Lin remembered the free nighttime escort service provided by the university and immediately called the hotline for help. Within
10 minutes, a part-time worker arrived on a motorcycle and took her to the hospital. Fortunately it
was just acute gastroenteritis. She was ﬁne after getting an injection and some medicine.
“Thanks to the night-time escort service, I avoided a lot of unnecessary suffering. No wonder
a lot of girls say that the night-time escort motorcycle is like Cinderella's midnight coach!”said
Lin.
The grounds of Tamkang University are quite picturesque, but as an open campus, many of the
more isolated areas become potential trouble spots after dark. Since the public transport system is
no longer operating by that time, for those without their own vehicles, they can only walk or take
a taxi. To deal with this problem, the Office of General Affairs' transportation & safety section

Cinderella's
midnight coach
is just a call
away.
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purchased two 125cc scooters to provide a free night-time escort service for staff and students.
Between 12a.m. and 3a.m. every day, the free service is available to any location within 1km of the
campus, whether you are a student leaving the library late or heading back to the dormitory from
the MRT station.
Safety on campus has always been an issue for Tamkang University. While safety on campus
can be handled through administrative procedures, the safety of the many students living off
campus required attention as well. Tamkang set itself the goal of becoming“a safe university
with no walls”. The strategy of 5“E's”(Empowerment, Enable, Enforcement, Education and
Environment”was adopted to realize the vision of becoming a healthy and safe university.
For the safe campus project, Tamkang University set up a promotion task force. The task force
not only allocated tasks according to the main aspects of the“International Safe School”program
but also consolidated issues, problems, strategies, proposals and evaluation in an organized
manner. Action taken included the
remodeling of dangerous areas, the
lighting of dark corners, the promotion
of the smoke-free campus and the nighttime escort program. The efforts paid
off in 2008 when Tamkang University
was designated by the International Safe
Schools program as the ﬁrst safe
university in the world.
This scooter
Ta m k a n g U n i v e r s i t y
gives staff and
students peace
attributed its international
of mind.
safe school status to creating
a consolidated campus safety
mechanism that integrated all of the safety management units on campus including the Military
Education Office, Office of General Affairs, Health Center, Facilities Section and Education
Safety Section. An online registration system was set up as part of the integrated safety platform.
Whenever an incident is reported to the university, it is investigated by each unit and the details
were entered into the system. The cause of the incidents can then be identiﬁed quickly.
In addition to safety management, the university is also actively integrating community
resources to set up a joint safety mechanism. The university has 30,000 staff and students living
and working in the Danshui region. A partnership was set up with the Danshui District Office,
Health Clinic, schools, hospitals and social services to combine resources, set up a safe community
environment as well as reduce medical and other costs from accidents. Since the integrated
safety mechanism came into operation the frequency of campus incidents have been reduced
signiﬁcantly. Staff and students are also kept up to date on the remaining danger areas with the
help of the safety management units.
An“International Safe School”does not mean a campus is free from incidents. It instead
reflects a school's determination and efforts to put health and safety first. Tamkang University
hopes that more schools and educators will become involved in the future so that the safe school
movement in Taiwan will continue to lead the world.
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Being prepared
is very
important during
earthquake
disaster drills.

A Safe Campus
Starts from
the“Heart”
Xing-an Elementary School, Chiayi City

T

he Japanese Earthquake on March 11, 2011, felt all too close to home for Li Shun-long,
principal of Xing-an Elementary School. Li decided to take the opportunity of a school
assembly to give the all the staff and students a lesson on“Cultivating Silence”. Li believes that
one must be quiet and pay attention in order to really learn. If an earthquake strikes, one must be
remain calm. Only those who pay attention and have memorized the earthquake drills will be ready
to protect themselves and other people.
The Principal's speech came from the heart. Xing-an has always paid attention to campus
safety to reduce the chance of injuries and build a safe, healthy educational environment. The
school's commitment is not only reflected in its hardware facilities but also the cultivation of
safety awareness among students. The school's picturesque campus sits next to the Bazhang River,
so butterflies and the Malay Night Heron sometimes fly through the grounds. CommonWealth
Magazine named the school one of the“Top 300 Specialty Schools of Taiwan”and in 2008 Xingan was designated an international safe school by the WHO as well.
The full support of the Chiayi City Government was indispensable to Xing-an's bid to become
a safe school. To realize the ideal that“Only a safe school environment can give students and
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parents true peace of mind”, the Chiayi City Government raised funds to commission Prof.
Li Ming-xian at the National Dong Hwa University to promote the International Safe Schools
project at six schools, including Xing-an. Safety was to be overhauled without requiring additional
funding or hardware facilities. During the process, the review of the 42 indicators was carried out
by using professional techniques. With the assistance of Prof. Bai Lu at the Taiwanese Community
Safety Promotion Center, the requirements for international safe schools were gradually met.
Tangible actions included:
● To protect student safety, playground equipment, front courtyard's marble paving and the paving
outside the kitchen were refurbished;
● To reduce student collisions, protective padding were installed in the corridors;
● Frequent promotion of safety-related issues during school assembly and class;
● Organized safe class competitions to encourage students to learn about safety and put knowledge
into practice.
● Set up campus safety patrols to randomly inspect all school areas and blind spots;
● Set up links to the local police station;
● Established a safety response mechanism with regular disaster drills for students. Off-campus
safety factors were also analyzed and a clear threat management process deﬁned.
While concrete and subjective safety indicators have earned Xing-an Elementary School its
safe school designation, it is the intangibles,
such as student's mental development, that
provides children and parents with true peace
of mind. Principal Li believes that simply
cramming children's heads full of health and
safety knowledge is not the best approach.
Instead, their character should be cultivated
on an everyday basis in order to change their
behaviors“from the heart”. This approach
Protective padding
eventually evolved into Xing-an Elementary
installed along
the corridor where
School's“Tea Class”.
collisions tend to
happen.
Principal Li said: Tea serves as a medium to bring people closer together;
tea is life and all around us; the fragrance of tea wafts into the soul; tea during class
helps to cultivate culture; the purpose of the“Tea Class”is to teach students the virtue of
calmness and patience through the process of learning and appreciating tea. As the fragrance of tea
ﬁlls the room, it also ﬁlls the heart. Strangely enough, such an abstract concept actually worked on
the students. Children that attended the tea class gradually learned how to calm themselves. They
also started running and charging around less after class. The number of accidents on campus soon
came down as well. Isn't it inspiring to see a safe campus that starts“from the heart”?
Xing-an Elementary School is now a role-model for safe schools. It is also the starting point
in a continuous process. Xing-an believes that safety awareness has become a part of the school
culture and this will undoubtedly help elevate the school environment to new levels of safety.
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The principal
takes the lead
during the carbon
monoxide test for
new students.

Love and Compassion
is the Best Quitting
Method
Ta Hwa Institute of Technology, Hsinchu County

I

“ started smoking in my 2nd year of junior high school. How did I become addicted? Well,
things were tense for a while at home and eventually I discovered that, we were having money
problems. I then started working part-time to pay for school and earn pocket money. I was under a
lot of pressure though and so I started smoking like my friends. My mother was really worried and
often asked me how I felt. I told her it was OK and there was nothing wrong with my health. I felt
terrible though. She was so tired ﬁnally and I was making her worry.”
Lai's confession is something that a lot of students at Ta Hwa can identify with. Dai Fang-tai,
the teacher who accompanied them through the quitting process, said with a heavy heart:
“In the past, we simply used coercion to force students to quit smoking. In my opinion
however, the true cure for smoking is helping students ﬁnd the inner strength to change!”
Ta Hwa voluntarily joined the ranks of smoke-free campuses after the new“Tobacco Hazards
Prevention & Control Act”came into force. Dai knew from the beginning that this was not going
to be easy.“I will be honest. Most of the students in Ta Hwa's 5-year and 4-year vocational
programs have problems with academic performance. Many of them come from troubled families
as well and lack self-conﬁdence. Faced with stress, they tend to adopt a more reactive response
like smoking. The challenge then is teaching them how to build up their self-conﬁdence and cope
with stress.”
At Dai's urging, the school reversed its traditional hard-line policy of“punish if caught”.
Surveys and interviews were instead introduced to learn more about the student's motivation for
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smoking. The student's needs were assessed in
order to develop a solution. A carbon monoxide
test was conducted for new students so smokers
could be identified right away for future
monitoring and counseling. A“Tobacco Hazard
Prevention Week”was declared with tobacco
hazard prevention education included in health,
nursing and military classes. A variety of creative
promotional events were held including design
competitions for anti-smoking posters and
logo, the Anti-Smoking Angel pageant, and the
Drawing can help
production of anti-smoking video clips. With the
relieve stress
and is one of the
support of the Spring Sunshine Club, the antitechniques for
smoking message was promoted in schools and the community through junior high/
quitting.
elementary school service and summer camp activities.
All these promotional activities make for quite an impressive sight. The most
effective was the“LOHAS Quit Smoking Class”. Dai knew that 17 and 18 year olds feared
nothing more than being ostracized, so she decided to leverage the power of peer pressure and
recruit small groups of 3~5 smoking students that hang out together for the quit smoking class. The
results were everything she expected.
One of them was Zheng. In the beginning, Zheng felt out of place in the 5-year college
program and so he started smoking.“Since the friends I hung out with all smokers, it became a
habit.”When the school opened the quit-smoking class, a lot of his good friends said they were
going to sign up. He decided to register as well in order to show his support.“I only found out
just how bad smoking is for you during the class. I was a little horriﬁed. It was interesting though.
Apart from teaching us how to quit smoking, I also liked the lessons on coping with stress.”Zheng
and his friends have now successfully kicked the habit.
While Dai is heartened by success stories like Lai and Zheng, she is still very saddened by
what she found out after analyzing students' motives for smoking. According to Dai, it's not hard
to force students to quit smoking.“The problem is teaching them how to face problems in life
without resorting to outside substances like tobacco. That's what I am most concerned about.”I
suspect that the students know how dedicated Dai is and that's why they are willing to promise to
sink or swim on their own.
While Ta Hwa still has designated smoking areas, the tobacco hazard prevention program has
significantly reduced the number of smokers so you no longer find groups of smokers lighting
up. Perseverance is the key in the anti-smoking campaign however. Ta Hwa has now set its
sights on becoming a“Smoke-free Campus”, and it is something that Dai is looking forward
to. In the future, she hopes that anti-smoking efforts will not be limited to the military education
instructors, physical education teacher and school nurse. Instead, an effective plan of action should
be developed to channel the efforts of all staff and students into anti-smoking and quit smoking
initiatives. Only by giving everyone the chance to participate can the ideal of the“Smoke-free
Campus”be realized.
This is what Dai hopes from the bottom of her heart.
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New Smoke-Free
Paradise
National Formosa University

W

hen“Lin Ze-xu”, wearing the robes of an imperial official from the Manchu Dynasty,
gives the orders, all of the“Lifelong Smokers”and“Tobacco Addicts”knew their time
was up. As the gathered crowd shouted“Down with Cigarettes”, a pile of tobacco products in
the square is set on ﬁre and soon burns to ashes.
The“Anti-Tobacco Ceremony”, held on the day of the Anti-Smoking Festival, was the
climax to the“Smoke-free Campus”campaign at the National Formosa University (NFU). Apart
from the anti-smoking play described above, there was also an anti-smoking magic show, an antismoking puppet show, anti-smoking petition and anti-smoking lottery. The ceremony attracted
more than 200 staff and students, generating not only widespread media interest but also the praise
of government ofﬁcials that attended the event on the day.
The anti-smoking campaign at the NFU has been running for 5 to 6 years. As university
students are adults, creating a“Smoke-free Campus”is not as simple as issuing a memo or giving
an order.“You must use a variety of channels to warn about the hazards of smoking. Teachers and
peers must also work together to set an example on campus in order to realize a truly“smoke-free
campus”!”said Military Education Instructor Jia Wei-zhong.
The“Anti-Smoking History”at the NFU is quite a long list. Apart from the usual quit
smoking classes, CO tests and tobacco hazard workshops, just 6 months into 2010 the NFU had
already organized the“Smoke-free Campus”logo design competition, the“Say No to Smoking
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for Youth”,“Say No to Smoking for a Fresher
Breath”and“June 3 No-Smoking Festival”antismoking ceremony, and the“No Butts”tobacco
hazard prevention campaign. Staff and student
The community
clean-up
participation in these events were quite high
service earned
high marks from
because they were very lively and fun, indirectly
the outside
world.
boosting people's awareness of the anti-smoking
campaign as well.
The anti-smoking campaign at the NFU is more than just a show, however. To enforce
the“Smoke-free Campus”policy, the university not only put up no-smoking stickers throughout
the campus, but also organized“Campus Smoking Patrol Teams”made up of staff, students and
volunteers. The teams patrol the school and anyone found smoking is immediately asked to put it
out even if they are a teacher or a visitor. Such a direct approach is quite rare among anti-smoking
campaigns on campus. Frequent patrols and intervention by the team members meant that most
smokers agreed to not smoke outside of the smoking areas.
Thanks to the variety of activities and the effectiveness of the intervention campaign, the
smoking rate among day-time students dropped from 19.8% to 8.8% in 2010 within just one year.
The smoking rate among continuing education students dropped from 29.2% to 15.2%. The overall
smoking rate among all students dropped from 25% all the way down to 12%. Such spectacular
results naturally earned the NFU the“Silver Award for Excellence for Tobacco Hazard Prevention
on Campus”from the Ministry of Education and made it a role-model for anti-smoking campaigns
at other universities as well.
The NFU is not satisfied with being a“Smoke-free School”however. It is now extending
the reach of the anti-smoking campaign to students' off-campus accommodation. The University
President even personally hosted the“Tobacco Hazard Prevention Seminar for Landlords”in
order to communicate anti-smoking concepts to students' landlords. The University President
also visited many businesses on Zhongzheng Rd. in Huwei Township in the company
of local government heads to promote the anti-smoking message. The“Anti-Smoking
Ambassador”elected by the university also led up to a 100 volunteers on sweeping the streets of
cigarette butts. The initiatives earned them a big thumb's up from the town mayor Li Wen-bin.
Lin was very impressed with the NFU's determination to transform the entire Huwei Township
into a“Smoke-free Community”. Wu Zhao-jun, the director of the Yunlin County Heath Bureau,
said:“The extension of the anti-smoking initiative from the campus to the community set a new
benchmark. It also represented the university's mission of cultivating local culture and improving
local education.”Wu rates the NFU's efforts to promote the anti-smoking message in the
community very highly.
The purpose of the“Smoke-free Campus”and the“Smoke-free Community”are the same.
Both seek to bring collective pressure to bear on the individual so they change their smoking
behavior. The process takes time but it is something that must be done. For the NFU, it is not only
the start of their responsibility but also the realization of their ideals.
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Mayor Lai Qingde presents STU
students with quitsmoking certiﬁcates at
the plaque unveiling
ceremony of a smokefree park.

100% Smoke-free
Campus Coming Soon
Southern Taiwan University

I

n the beginning, nobody signed up for quit smoking classes, and attendance at health workshops
could be counted on one hand. Today, the quitting success rate is over 50% among students.
Smoking bans and anti-smoking campaigns now also enjoy students' popular support. There is
no doubt that Southern Taiwan University's (STU) recognition for excellence in the Ministry of
Education's 2009“Spring Sunshine Program,”as well as the Bureau of Health Promotion's award
for excellence in the 2010“Smoke-free Colleges Project,”are well deserved.
The revised Tobacco Hazards Prevention Act passed on January 11, 2009, imposed a total
ban on indoor smoking in universities. The STU put up large no-smoking banners, posters and
notices once the new law took effect. The detailed regulations were published in the university
homepage's“News”section; anti-smoking messages were displayed on LED signs and TV walls
throughout the campus, as well as the university's“Tobacco Hazards Prevention”webpage. Nosmoking signs were put up in all classrooms, workshops, out-of-way corners on campus, men's
toilets, corridors and halls to show people who visit the campus for exercise or relaxation, as well
as visitors and vendors, the university's commitment to the smoking ban.
Military education instructor Cai Fu-ji recalls how difﬁcult it was at the start of the smoking
ban:“University students were well aware of how little actual authority military education
instructors had. In the beginning, they turned a deaf ear to our efforts to persuade them to not
smoke. Some even answered back, saying:“The university didn't care before, so why are you
being such a pain now?”Instructor Cai said:“Eventually we asked the Heath Bureau to send
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their inspectors to the campus. They caught a student smoking outside of the smoking areas and
issued the ﬁrst $2000 ﬁne for smoking on campus in southern Taiwan. From then on, things started
to improve.”
The“Smoking Patrol”organized by students in the Spring Sunshine Club also helped to
bring peer pressure to bear. The students used their spare time to patrol the campus and anyone
caught outside the smoking areas were given a verbal warning. Those who refuse to take heed
of the warning are then required to attend quit-smoking classes. Repeated violators are given a
demerit.
Huang Yong-cheng in the Department of Photonic Engineering was one of the students caught
red-handed by the Smoking Patrol outside of a smoking area and ordered to attend a quit-smoking
class. Huang's ﬁrst smoke was from a friend in a net café. The ﬁrst cigarette made him feel dizzy
but he still smoked a second and then a third… Eventually, he became addicted. The effects of
smoking meant he became unﬁt and even had breathing difﬁculties despite his relative youth. He
knew that he was wasting money and damaging his health, but he just couldn't stop the craving for
a smoke.
Every moment felt like torture when he first started attending the quit-smoking
class.“Instructor Cai kept encouraging us however and sent an e-mail every week telling us
to persevere. I was touched by his concern. One day, Instructor Cai told me there were some
medication that can help me quit. I decided right then to never buy cigarettes again. I really wanted
to kick this habit once and for all!”said Huang. The 4th week of the 8-week quit-smoking class
is usually when people are at their most vulnerable. Fortunately, the quit-smoking class organized
intense body combat workouts:“It was
weird. After each session, I felt sore all
over and out of breath. But the cravings
didn't seem so bad and it made me more
confident.”After 8 weeks, Huang lived up
to expectations and successfully kicked the
habit. At a plaque unveiling ceremony for
the first smoke-free park in Tainan City's
Yongkang District, Mayor Lai Qing-De
Intense body
presented Huang with his quit-smoking
combat aerobics
help students ﬁght
certiﬁcate, making him the best spokesperson
their addiction.
for STU's quit-smoking campaign.
STU has not yet managed to become a“Smoke-free Campus”but the results over
the past year or so mean that a completely smoke-free campus may not be very far away at all.
Instructor Cai said that on April 28, 2010, the amended“STU Tobacco Health Control Counseling
Guidelines”were passed by the Student Affairs Council. Students could now see for themselves
that a“Smoke-free Campus”is not only ofﬁcial school policy but also a trend in society. This
should make them more willing to accept the gradual removal of smoking areas on campus. Right
now, STU is using a variety of initiatives to reduce the smoking population on campus. Instructor
Cai believes that if the number of smokers on campus continues to decrease at the present rate, the
day when the last smoking area is removed on campus is the day that they truly become a“Smokefree Campus”.
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Dreams Take
Flight with
Smoke-Free Youth
Chi-Sui Junior High School, New Taipei City

W

ith a night market, freeway interchange, temples, street vendors and betel nut beauties in
scanty outﬁts all within easy reach, how does one prevent the environment from affecting
13- and 14-year old junior high school students? How can their mental and physical health be
protected?
Zhang Xu-fang and Long Zhi-ning, both teachers at the Chi-Sui Junior High School, wrote an
article about their teaching experience:
“As health education teachers, we were very keenly aware of the community our school was
located in… The health education team embraced the concept of‘Holistic Health' by emphasizing
physical, mental and spiritual health in the curriculum. We wanted students to appreciate the
importance of health, understand the value of life, practical healthy behaviors and ultimately, live
happy and fulﬁlling lives”.
In an education system obsessed with competitive examination, it is rare to find a school
like Chi-Sui Junior High School that emphasizes physical and mental health through its teaching
theme of“Dreams Take Flight”. Since joining the Health Promoting Schools in 2004, Chi-Sui
has strived to incorporate the ideals of health promoting schools into the existing health activities.
Outstanding results have been achieved in promoting healthy ﬁtness, healthy diet, anti-betel nut
chewing and sexual health. The school's recent promotion of the“Smoke-Free Campus”has won
universal acclaim as well.
Promoting a smoke-free campus in a complicated environment with so many distractions is
not easy. A survey showed that over 90% of the students acknowledged the risks of smoking. This
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did not necessarily translate into support for a smoking ban, however, because“There are a lot
of reasons for smoking that can't be overcome or eliminated”,“The Tobacco Health Hazards
Prevention and Control Act (THPCA) infringes on smokers' rights”and“Smoking is a common
social phenomenon and nothing to worry
about”. What can the school do to change
students' minds?
After extensive discussion, the schools
THPCA promotion task force decided to
adopt the theme of“Smoke-free Youth”.
Anti-smoking messages were incorporated
into health, general, arts and humanities
classes with games or short plays used
to stimulate student's creativity and
thinking. Cui-ling, one of the teachers,
Student antismoking artwork
said:“Adding activities that students
is quite beautiful
are familiar with made it easier to realize
and creative.
the teaching goals… a different angle and
approach for awareness classes can also
make students more willing to consider the negative impacts of smoking on life and lifestyle.”
The THPCA task force organized many other activities including“Speak Out against
Smoking”,“Smoke-Free Road Run”as well as the design of anti-smoking posters and 4-panel
comics. Min-hua noted that in her design course, she collected many local and overseas antismoking logos, posters and videos. She also showed interesting posters and videos during her class
to reinforce the anti-smoking message among students.
The school also set up the“Green Corridor”and“Healthy Living Center”to provide
anti-smoking information. The“Letter to Parents”distributed at the start of the semester also
communicated the ideals for anti-smoking and healthy body weight to parents. By using multiple
channels to promote and share its message, Chi-Sui's“Smoke-free Campus”campaign has won
many awards and has become one of the role-models for other schools.
The various novel anti-smoking activities that students took part in also became memories
they will treasure. Lin took part in“Speak Out Against Smoking”and said:“The group event
was far more efficient this time. It used to take ages and people didn't want to do it. This time
though everyone really put their heart into it. I will try to be even louder if I get another chance
to perform!”As for Chen, a student that took part in performing a play:“The anti-smoking
awareness campaign helps to tell more people about the beneﬁts of not smoking. For this event
we brought together a lot of creativity and knowledge. We also learned why we shouldn't smoke. I
also got to experience what it is like to perform on stage (fear + excitement).... Most importantly,
we built up rapport and teamwork!”
During the promotion and implementation of the“Smoke-free Campus”we saw how children
have learned and grown through facing the problems of smoking. We also saw the cooperation and
commitment of the school as well as parent's support and encouragement. By rejecting smoking,
these children will live their youth to the full and allow their dreams to take ﬂight.
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Health as an
Creative“Art”Form
Xizhou Elementary School, Miaoli County

7

:50a.m. in the morning is when most students are getting ready for their ﬁrst class of the day.
The children at Xizhou Elementary School are, however, listening intently to their teacher's
story. The story is about a cow that likes fruit and a crocodile that likes eating vegetables...
During the 10-minute story time each morning, the teacher picks a suitable healthy illustrated
book to teach children about the beneﬁts of eating fruits and vegetables. After listening to the story,
the kids pepper the teacher with questions such as“Is eating fruit really that wonderful?”and“If
you like eating vegetables won't you end up short?”The naive and innocent questions often leave
the teacher in stitches. It also shows just how effective story time is!
Xizhou Elementary School is adept at promoting health concepts in a lively manner. The
results have been quite good as well. With over 90% of students“eating breakfast every day”, it
proves that the parents as well as the students understand the importance of breakfast. How did a
small country school surrounded by orchards and farms with no money and manpower manage to
be so successful at promoting health concepts?
The answer is“Creativity”.
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One example is the famous“Food Hall of Fame”. While the school put a lot of effort into
designing a nutritious and delicious lunch menu, kids still made a beeline for salty crispy chicken,
milk tea and coke after school. For nutritionist Luo Ya-ling it meant all her efforts at promoting
a healthy diet was going to waste. One day, she noticed a group of children crowding around
the counter of a convenience store to buy Hello Kitty magnets. Inspiration struck: what if all the
teachers at school were turned into a ﬁgure? This might work as a reward for promoting healthy
diets.
The bold proposal quickly won the support of the school principal and other teachers so Lai
Wan-ting, another teacher, came up with several different ﬁgure designs. In the end, they released a
set of 21“Nutrition Dolls”. Teacher Chen Ruo-lan became“Vegetable Lan”and Cai Qiu-liang
became“Saury Chiu”. Students that pass their eyesight test or have no caries receive a Nutrition
Doll card. 21 cards can be traded for a Nutrition Doll key
Let's all join in
ring. Children began brushing their teeth,
for painting the
ﬁve fruits and
eating vegetables and having breakfast in
vegetables on
campus!
order to collect the cards. Soon, the rates of
dental cavities and obesity declined. Student
concentration in class improved as well.
The teachers' creativity didn't stop
there. To encourage students to drink milk,
Zhu Tiao-hong and Xie Li-wen told them:
If you drink your milk, we will collect and
wash the empty cartons then arrange them
into“I LOVE YOU”for a Mother's Day
surprise! From then on, drinking milk
became a fun“secret operation”. The kids not only met the target of“drinking two glasses of
milk each day”but also surprised their mothers by arranging the cartons into“I LOVE YOU”!
Xiaozhi's mother said:“I was really delighted to see Xiaozhi go from not drinking milk to
drinking his milk every day. The artwork was wonderful as well!”
The“Five Fruits and Vegetable Campus Painting”was another idea that came out of
nowhere. In the beginning, Supervisor Zhou Jin-pei and Section Chief Xie Li-wen felt that the
gray concrete wall at the school gate was very ugly and could do with some extra color. One
Wednesday afternoon when both teachers had no classes, Zhou and Xie rolled up their sleeves and
began painting colorful fruits and vegetables on the wall.
This was the first time that teachers had ever helped paint the walls at the school. Other
teachers gradually joined them as well. Some of the more curious kids have also picked up the
painting brush to paint apples or bananas. Interestingly enough, the weekly“Fruit & Vegetable
Painting Class”, held every Wednesday afternoon attracted the attention, of a passing evangelist
and they volunteered to help as well. Thanks to the efforts of the staff and students, what had once
been a boring, blank wall is now ﬁlled with life.
Though health promotion activities are generally the same, creative ideas can encourage more
children to take part. The boundless creativity of Xizhou Elementary School has undoubtedly set
an example for“Health Promoting School”.
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Flowers of the Sun
Liumei Elementary School, Chiayi County

T

he bright southern sun shone on Xiaoyu's tanned face. As a member of the school soccer team,
the ﬁt and trim Xiaoyu looks nothing like her old self as she runs energetically and conﬁdently
about the ﬁeld with her team mates.
Xiaoyu used to be a pale and chubby girl. For some adults, being pale and chubby
equaled“cute”. For kids like Xiaoyu, doting grandparents kept buying her high-calorie snacks
like candy and cookies even though the family was barely making ends meet. It was only natural
for her weight to shoot up over time.
When she was younger, Xiaoyu felt proud when people praised her for being“pale and
chubby”. In fourth grade, however, none of the other girls ever said that Xiaoyu was cute in their
chatter. They felt that she looked like“Anpanman”Xiaoyu was really hurt, but she couldn't rebut
their comments either, so had no choice but to walk quietly away with tears in her eyes.
After that she lost her old, outgoing self and became a sullen child who often got into
arguments with other students. Fortunately for Xiaoyu, her homeroom teacher discovered what
she was thinking and said:“You are good at sports, why don't you join the soccer team? It not
only makes you ﬁtter but a lot of people also lose weight as well.”Xiaoyu's eye lit up when she
heard the magic words“lose weight”. Eventually, she did lose weight from doing sports. More
importantly, her body began to approach normal weight and her health improved as well.
There are many kids like Xiaoyu at the Liumei Elementary School in Liudou Village, Liujiao
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Township, Chiayi County. As young people keep leaving the area, most of the children are raised
by their grandparents. Common problems in children with being brought up by grandparents
included being given too much to eat, not enough exercise, caries and being overweight. The
impact of improper nutrition on the children's development is also very worrying. Both adults and
children become victims in such a vicious cycle.
In a bid to fight the trend towards“battery chicken”children, the school hosted many
workshops on healthy diets. Attempts were made to correct children's eating habits by encouraging
them to stay away from junk food, avoid ﬂavored beverages and drink more water. Teachers and
students were also required to take part in physical exercise such as morning runs and skipping.
Community road runs, soccer, tug-of-war, sprints and fun challenges were also organized each
semester to cultivate the habit of regular exercise among children.
Liumei Elementary School's conditions are perfect for nurturing students that love sports.
The school is set in the farmlands on the west side of the Chianan Plain and covers more than 3
hectares. There are old trees everywhere throughout the school grounds and extensive exercise
equipment as well, making it a popular place for local residents to relax and exercise. Modern
children prefer to play video games instead of sports, so the teachers' calls fell on deaf ears.
Teachers set an example by jogging, playing ball games and doing gymnastics during recess
or after school. Curious children are invited by the teachers to come and join. After a while,
the number of children hiding in the classrooms decreased and those that chose to embrace the
outdoors increased. In less than one year, the“battery chickens”became“free range chickens”.
Nearly 70% of the children were now in the normal, healthy weight range, far exceeding the 60%
standard set by the Ministry of Education for elementary schools.
There are also children like A-Han. He is dark-skinned, short, not overweight but an absolute
sports nut. The 800-meter run might faze most students but he always takes the lead. Being
filled with energy like the“Energizer Bunny,”however, meant he just couldn't settle down to
concentrate and his school results suffered. He became a headache for his homeroom teacher and
began to lose his self-conﬁdence as well. Fortunately for A-Han, the physical education teacher
noticed his problem and invited him to join the soccer team and athletic
team where his talent could be put to good use.
A-Han gradually rediscovered his
self-confidence on the sports field
and became much taller and stronger
as well. The goal of education is to
cultivate children's conﬁdence as well
as sound minds and bodies after all!
On the athletics field at Liumei
Elementary School, a group of healthy
tanned kids are running and jumping
As the children
with all their strength. These kids are
run along the
track, they are
not afraid of falling or sweating. They
running up
their health and
are fully focused and work together like
vitally as well.
ﬂowers turning towards the sun.
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Say YES to
Health at Yizai
Yi-Zai Elementary School, Tainan City

Y

i-Zai Elementary School is famous for its beautiful campus ﬁlled with native trees, bushes,
ﬂowers, grass and hedges. Herons, magpies, butterﬂies, snails and rhinoceros beetles are all
frequent guests on campus. The sound of children's recitals and laughter help make the school a
happy place for learning. Under Principal Wu Wen-Xian's philosophy of“Give children a happy
school”, the layout, exterior and landscaping are all based on the ideals of the green school.
Green building concepts such as ecology, energy-saving, waste reduction and health are also used
extensively, making Yi-Zai the only school in Taiwan to qualify on all 9 green building indicators.
The school was also named by the Business Weekly magazine as one of its“Top 100 Specialty
Schools”. Principal Wu also came up with the slogan“Say YES to Health at Yizai”. Here YES
not only stands for for“Yi-zai Elementary School”but also“Young”,“Environment”and“Sustai
nability”. Health requires continued effort to main and health promoting schools require sustained
promotion.
The beautiful school setting is offset by reality. Many students' cholesterol and triglyceride
indicators were too high to be healthy. The“Healthy Body Sculpting Class”was therefore set up
for overweight students.
Extensive planning went into the creation of the body sculpting class. The height and weight
of all students were measured to compile a list of overweight students. The list was then used to
send a notice and agreement form to the parents in order to establish the actual demand. A preclass physical was held (to check the blood pressure, pulse, cholesterol, triglycerides and body fat
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ratio) before the body sculpting class ofﬁcially commence.
Another physical was then conducted at the end. These
efforts not only showed parents that the alarms were
ringing on their children's health, but also taught kids that
weight loss is not just for looking good, but also for good
health.
The body sculpting class runs from 8a.m. to 8:30a.m.
every morning. Under the enthusiastic tuition of the school
nurse and teacher Xiu-po, the students regularly took part
in power walking, street dancing and ball games, with a
different activity organized for each day. A nutritionist
Yi-Zai Elementary
School with
from the National Cheng Kung University School of
its beautiful
environment is
Medicine was also brought into teach nutrition workshops
one of the health
promoting schools.
on why high-calorie, high-fat foods are bad and how to eat
a healthy diet.
Xiaozhong is one such example. The enthusiastic and outgoing 6-grader used to
drink milk tea with breakfast every day. He also ate greasy fried rice or noodles for dinner as
well, so he had been overweight for a long time. When he ﬁrst started the body sculpting class,
he thought it was pretty cool not having to attend the early-morning self-study session or the
ﬂag-raising ceremony. Still, children's patience isn't unlimited. After a while he started skipping
class. The school nurse was concerned so spoke to him personally about coming to the class. She
also mentioned that they now offered street dancing as well as playing ball and doing exercise.
Xiaozhong loves dancing so he began showing up everyday again.
Exercise is of course a key component of the body sculpting class. Still, getting children back
down to a healthy body weight requires a proper diet. The school nurse asked Xiaozhong to record
what he ate everyday and then compared the list to the principles for a healthy diet taught by the
dietitian. That was when Xiaozhong realized just how much junk food he was eating. Gradually
he began weaning himself off hamburgers and milk tea for every meal. He is also willing to eat
some fruit after a meal now.
After several months, all the students in the body sculpting class underwent another physical
examination. The body fat ratio in 20 of the students decreased with 12 of them dropping by more
than 5 %(the biggest drop was 12.6%). Average height increased by 4.7cm while the body fat
ratio decreased by 6.1%. Xiaozhong used to be very chubby, but his weight dropped from 70kg to
65kg, while his body fat ratio dropped from 52.8 to 45.5 %. On the last day of the body sculpting
class, Xiaozhong took a note from his pocket and handed it shyly to the school nurse. The note
said:“Thank you for helping me lose weight! I wish you the best of health!”The school nurse
was delighted and patted Xiaozhong on the head. She also wished him the best of health as well!
Yi-Zai Elementary School is surrounded by trees, bird song and flower's perfume. There
is no traffic noise here or stress-inducing narrow spaces. Today, increasingly healthy children
are happily growing and learning here. The children at Yi-Zai are lucky to be learning in such a
beautiful and healthy environment!
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The school
nurse teaching
children how
to brush their
teeth correctly.

A Healthy Campus is
a Dream Come True
Kangle Elementary School, Hualien County

O

utside of Kangle Elementary School's classroom windows lies the open ocean. With a little
over a hundred staff and students, this tiny school is surrounded by the trees and the sea. For
the children at the school, every day is ﬁlled with fun activities like morning exercises, games,
singing and dancing.
Behind the outward beauty of the school, however, is a serious problem. The students' health
is generally poor and practically every one of them suffers from bad teeth. Each student has on
average 10 caries. This is a major source of concern for the teachers because the caries prevent
the children from chewing normally, so they suffer from serious malnutrition.
It's not that easy to teach good hygiene to these children from poor families. Take An-An in
4th grade for example, he sees nothing wrong with all 6 people in the family sharing the same
toothbrush. Asking him to wash his hands before a meal and rinse his mouth afterwards is almost
impossible.“My dad chews betel nut every day and he doesn't brush his teeth either!”is his
obstinate reply to teachers' well-meaning efforts.
Children like An-An are not in the minority. Whenever they suffer from a toothache and the
parent's can't be reached, the school nurse must take them to the hospital personally. There are so
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many young patients though that the school nurse was simply overwhelmed. Eventually, Wu Huizhen, the school principal, came up with an idea – bring the dentist in to check the children's teeth
at school!
Setting up a“Resident Dentist”was easier said than done. With the school's remote location
and lack of funding, ﬁnding a dentist willing to run a free clinic was impossible. Eventually, Dr. Bi
Yuan-chuan decided to help out because the school nurse was being run ragged bringing kids to the
hospital practically every other day. After much persuading from the principal and school nurse, he
agreed to run a free dental clinic for the children once or twice a week. He also offered the school
an old dental chair from the clinic for free.
Their prayers have been answered at last.
Principal Wu and all the teachers are very
grateful to Dr. Bi because at the time, he
was the only one willing to help run a free
clinic. He also paid for a lot of the medical
equipment out of his own pocket.
From then on, the children's oral hygiene
began showing signs of improvement. This
was not only due to Dr. Bi's skill, but also
Everyone's
favorite Dr. Bi
his knack for dealing with children. If a
during a dental
clinic for kids.
child is scared of pain and starts crying, Dr.
Bi always crouches down patiently, pats them on the head and say: Don't be scared,
it might hurt a little but it'll be over very soon. If a child doesn't cry or make a fuss, Dr.
Bi might also give them a little gift as a reward. The children know that they are in good hands
so they started brushing their teeth regularly. Now that their teeth no longer hurt, their results
improved as well.
With Dr. Bi's support, Principal Wu decided to launch an“Oral Hygiene Campaign”. At the
start of each semester, every child is given a dental check-up. The results of the dental checkup are
then used for follow-up treatment at the school clinic. The school also signed a contract with the
Hualien Armed Forces General Hospital and Bi Dental Clinic. The hospitals now send staff to the
school to promote and teach about oral hygiene, as well as host clinics as necessary. The school
nurse also teaches children about the correct oral hygiene through brushing and ﬂossing.
Today, over 90% of students at Kangle clean their teeth after a meal. The screening, followup and treatment rate is now over 95% and over 90% of students can use the Bates brushing
technique correctly. Up to 98% even use fluoride mouthwash each week. The school recently
began promoting visual health, healthy posture, quit smoking and quit betel nut chewing. These
also achieved outstanding results as well, so there is little wonder that Kangle is a frequent winner
of the award for“Exceptional Performance in Health Promotion School”.
Principal Wu's dream of turning Kangle Elementary School into a healthy campus still has
many things left to do. Nevertheless, Wu believes that as long as more people can join them in
watering this remote garden, the seeds of her dream will gradually take root one by one and then
spread to other remote areas on the wind.

